
“Got ball”

“Help left”
“Help right”

“Side left”
“Slide right”

6v6 Line Dance Objective: Teach defensive shift, sliding, movement and communication

Directions: 
● X and O’s face each other in circle 
● O moves ball around in circle (can skip pass)
● X work on defensive communication and 

movement 
● See ball and player at all times while defending 

the middle 

Variations: 
● Use a kick ball/ soccer ball (not focused on 

catching/throwing, just the movement on 
defense)

● Double ball at all times (make sure the slide and 
second slide are happening) 

● Goalie in the middle, communicating to 
teammates 

● O’s passing to the goalie as a point 



“Numbers” defense 
Purpose: matching up on defense and communicating 

● Set up as 5v5 or 7v7
● Defense huddled/running in center of 8m and attackers can go wherever 
● Coach then blows whistle and defense breaks out and finds their mark 
● Offense must make 1 pass before they can go to goal  
● How quickly can defense mark up and figure out where ball is? and 

COMMUNICATE it?

Variation:  Make it a man-down situation for defense, and see how quickly they can 
figure out they are a man down and communicate it 
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The Reset Drill 
Purpose: Urgency on finding a player to mark, communicating, and setting up on 
defense before attack goes to goal 

● Set up as 5v5 or 7v7
● A cone is set up in the middle of the 8 meter 
● On the whistle, defense must touch the cone and then find a player to mark; 

meanwhile attack tries to get 2-3 passes and go to goal before defense can 
recover

Variation:  Make it a man-down situation for defense, and see how quickly they can 
figure out they are a man down and communicate it 
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Drexel Drill 
Directions: 

● 4 stationary attackers are moving the ball around
● Each whistle, 1 defender is added into the drill 
● As defense comes in, they must communicate and anticipate to get 

interceptions and knock downs 
● If the coach blows the whistle twice quickly, that means attackers 

can then go to goal 

Emphasis: 
● Communication and putting pressure on the ball handler 

during man down situations 
● Who to mark during man down situations (echoes fast 

breaks to goal) 

DEFENSE LINE



Box Drill Directions: 
- Attack is set up in a box, passing the ball around
- Three defenders are in the middle trying to win the ball back 
- Attackers may take 3-4 steps, but cannot run with the ball 

- Defenders focus: 
- Sticks UP ready to intercept
- Communicating got ball, help left, help right, got two 
- Constantly shifting with the ball movement, and leaving the 

furthest attacker from the ball open 

- Attack focus: 
- Quick ball movement
- Precise passing 
- Keeping head up 



The Early Slide Drill 
Directions: 

- Set up as a 5v5 
- First attacker with the ball must drive to goal - defense slides are quick to 

crash 
- If the drive is not there (after full attempt), then attacker must bring it back out 

to the 12m and pass (defense must rebalance) 
- Each set lasts 10-15 seconds 
- Each set, the ball starts from a different point (so different attackers are going 

to goal and defense has to play different roles)

Focus:
- Defense must communicate and be ready to 

double the ball; then recovering
- Attack must dodge with space; if first attempt is 

not there, try pausing (fake bringing the ball out 
to the 12) and then re-attack! 


